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Does the regional aspect impact on popular genres 

and their hit songs?Rq1Rq1

How has genre collaboration evolved over the past 

few years?Rq2Rq2

Which are the potentially intrinsic factors and 

indicators that influence the collaboration success?Rq3Rq3
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We aim to unveil the dynamics of cross-genre 
connections and collaboration profiles
in success-based networks

Music GENRE dataset (mgd)

Spotify API Data
songs, artists, genres

Weekly Song Charts
from 2017 to 2019

Global and Regional
top music markets

mgd
enhanced genre 

collaboration data

1,330 Charts 13,380 Hit Songs 896 Genres3,612 Artists

Rq1 Does the regional aspect impact on popular genres and 

their hit songs?

most popular music genres in each considered market (2017 - 2019)
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GENRE COLLABORATION NETWORK

Hit Songs

artists

genres

Tripartite Graph 1

nodes are divided into
three sets:

genres, artists, and hit songs
i.e., the minimum

elements to evaluate
success

Artist Network
Intermediate Step

1 1

1

collaborative hit
songs are sung by

two or more artists,
regardless of their

participation (e.g., a typical
feat. or a duet)

2

NetworkGenre

1

2

21

1

3

one-mode network
in which nodes are

exclusively genres, where
edge weight is the

number of hit songs by
artists from both genres

self-loops are allowed and
represent intra-genre

collaborations

Rq2 How has genre collaboration evolved over the past few years?

Network characterization
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L2017 2018 2019  

GROUP 1GROUP 1

9.21% 12.59%
# genres avg. degree avg. clustering

coefficient

4.72%

GROUP 2GROUP 2

3.17% 22.29% 20.15%
# genres avg. degree avg. clustering

coefficient

GROUP 3GROUP 3

6.76% 3.64% 2.12%
# genres avg. degree avg. clustering

coefficient
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GENRE collaborations profiles

Exploratory factor analysis
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collaboration profiling

cluster analysis
dbscan Clustering result

USA network (2019)USA network (2019)
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Rq3 Which are the potentially intrinsic factors and indicators that
influence the collaboration success?

Median Number of Streams
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solidsolid
L2017 2018 2019  

high Attractiveness and Affinity

medium Influence

successful genre collaborations

inter-genre collaborations

POP

HIP-HOP

PROFILE 0

REGULAREGULAR
L2017 2018 2019  

medium values

successful genre collaborations

inter-genre collaborations

POP

SOUL

PROFILE 1

bridgebridge
L2017 2018 2019  

high Influence

low Attractiveness and Affinity

less successful

GOSPEL

RAP
ONLY INTER-GENRE COLLABORATIONS

PROFILE 2

EMERGINGEMERGING
PROFILE 3

L2017 2018 2019  

medium Attractiveness and Affinity

low Influence

less successful

intra-genre collaborations

k-pop

k-pop
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